[Usefulness of standardized psychometric scales (BPRS, HDS)in the evaluation of schizophrenic symptoms (preliminary report)].
The psychometric investigation using BPRS and HDS was made in 27 schizophrenics in both acute and remission phase. The control group consisted of 22 depressive patients. The schizophrenic patients showed significant higher score of 9 BPRS items respecting schizophrenia subscale of BPRS in Beech's modification. Among acute schizophrenic the significant correlation was found between the intensity of positive (productive) and negative (defective) symptoms. No correlation was found between the severity of depression in HDS, severity of positive/negative symptoms, and global BPRS score. Among schizophrenics during remission both total severity in BPRS and negative symptoms subscale score correlated significantly with the intensity of symptoms in Hamilton's scale. The results were confronted with the last data from the literature. The results show the usefulness of these scales for the diagnosis of schizophrenia and for the evaluation of importance of positive/negative symptoms in the course of schizophrenia.